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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION LRA!!CH

Washington, D.C. 20555

In the Matter of )
)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY )
PROJECT MANAGEMENT CORPORATION ) Docket No. 50-537
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY ) (Exemption Request

) Under 10 CFR
(Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant) ) Section 50.12)

)

BRIEF OF INTERVENORS,
NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, INC.

AND THE SIERRA CLUB,
IN RESPONSE TO THE COMMISSION'S

ORDER OF DECEMBER 10, 1982

On December 7, 1982, the United States Court of

Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit remanded this
.

matter to the Commission to reconsider whether there were

" exigent circumstances" warranting extraordinary licensing

relief under 10 CFR Section 50.12 for the Clinch River

Breeder Reactor (the "CRBR"). Natural Resources Defense

Council, Inc., et al. v. United States Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, et al., No. 82-1962, slip op. at 6 (D.C. Cir.,

Dec. 7, 1982). Thereafter, on December 10, 1982, the

Commission issued an order establishing procedures for
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reconsideration of this question. 1/ Intervenors, Natural

i
Resources Defense Council, Inc. and the Sierra Club

("Intervenors"), submit this Brief in response to the
Commission's order.

As set forth below, the standard under 10 CFR Section

50.12 is more stringent than that suggested by Applicants or
applied by the Commission in this case. That standard

requires the existence of exigent circumstances as a

predicate to the grant of an exemption, i.e., circumstances

creating a need for immediate relief. Further, Applicants'

arguments to the contrary notwithstanding, that standard

could not be met in August of 1982, and it cannot be met

today. 2/ Finally, the status of the underlying licensing
for the CRBR, in which a decision on a Limited Work

Authorization under 10 CFR Section 50.10(e)(1) and (2) (an

1/ The court of appeals did not address the issue of
procedures on remand. However, to the extent that
reconsideration involves resolution of disputed factual
issues, as we believe it does, the Commission's determination

.

that it n9ed only hold an " informal proceeding" perpetuates
the error of its prior rulings. An adjudicatory hearing is
required by statute and agency precedent in each a case. See
Intervenors' Memorandum In Support of Their Motion for
Summary Denial of Applicants' Section 50.12 Request; or
Alternatively, Request for Adjudicatory Hearing, dated July
9, 1982, at 10-16.

2/ Contrary to the approach taken by Applicants, see Brief
of Applicants in Response to Commission Order of December 10,
1982, dated December 15, 1982, at 10, note 9 (hereinafter
cited as " App. Br."), Intervenors submit that the Commission
can and should consider the facts as they are today, and not
just the fa ts as they were on August 17, 1982. Life does
not stand still, and subsequent, relevant events may surely
affect the need for an extraordinary licensing exemption for
the CRBR. It is well within the power of administrative
agencies to reconsider their decisions in light of evolving
facts and, indeed, proper for them to do so. See Davis,
Administrative Law Text Section 18.09 at 370-37I-(3d ed.
1972).

__ -. .- - - . _. _ _ ,
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"LWA-1") is imminent, belies the need for extraordinary

relief from the licensing process. In short, reconsideration

must lead to rejection of the exemption request.

I. The Stringent Standard Under Section 50.12
Requires the Existence of Exigent
Circumstances As A Predicate For Relief

In its Order of December 7, the court of appeals noted

that "the Commission has made clear that Section 50.12 is

available 'only in the presence of exigent circumstances'",

found that the Commission did not identify any " exigent

circumstances" in this case, and remanded this matter to the

Commission to reconsider the availability of Section 50.12 in

light of the Commission's own interpretation of its

authority. Slip. op. at 5-6. The court of appeals,

correctly articulating the standard developed by the

Commission in its cases, did not say that " extraordinary"

circumstances are a predicate for relief, but rather that the

circumstances must be " exigent". There is a great -

distinction between these formulations of the standard. But

both Applicants and the Commission have failed properly to

make this distinction.

Applicants, in their presentation, persistently and

deliberately seek to confuse the concepts of " extraordinary

circumstances" and " exigent circumstances", implying that

they are essentially interchangeable terms. See generally

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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App. Br. at 4-8. 3/ But the effect of this approach is to

confuse the nature of the relief under Section 50.12, which

is " extraordinary", with the justification for granting the

relief, which must involve " exigent" circumstances, and this

approach is not supported by Cor mission precedent. 4/

Applicants, in seeking to elucidate the Commission's

standard, rely almost exclusively on the Commission's

( decision in Carolina Power and Light Company, (Shearon Harris
i

Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1,2,3 & 4), CLI-74-22, 7 AEC 939

(1974) ("Shearon Harris"). That decision, however, was

premised, in part, on the need to get conventional power

plants on line -- an irrelevant factor in this proceeding.

See H.R. Rep. No. 97-208, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. 827 (1981).

Further, Shearon Harris was a transitional case, decided by

the predecessor of the Commission, the Atomic Energy

Commission (the "AEC"), just as it was in the process of

approving the LWA procedure, which was meant to provide a

3/ Applicants, it should be noted, do recognize that Section *

T0.12 is available only in cases of " undue hardship" and must
be used " sparingly." See 37 Fed. Reg. 5746 (March 21, 1972).
To the extent Section 30712 can properly be invoked at all,
Intervenors would agree.

4/ Interestingly, Applicants appear to have changed their
understanding of 10 CFR Section 50.12 since the exemption
request was last before the Commission. In earlier
submissions, Applicants recognized that, for relief to be
granted, " exigent" circumstances must be shown. Thus, in
Applicants' Memorandum in Support of Request to Conduct Site
Preparation Activities, dated July 1, 1982, at 14, Applicants
stated, "The Commission has stated that the exercise of its
Section 50.12 authority would be limited to truly exigent and
exceptional cases." See also Transcript of July 29, 1982
Hearing, at 81 (statement of Mr. Edgar).

4
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new, uniform basis for allowing early site preparation. See

39 Fed. Reg. 4852 (Feb. 5, 1974). Indeed, in Shearon Harris,

the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board's decision was made on

April 3, 1974, LDP-74-18, 7 AEC 538 (April 3, 1974), while

the final LWA regulations were not published until April 24.

See 39 Fed. Reg. 14506 (April 24, 1974). The AEC, then, in

rendering its decision in Shearon Harris, was looking

backward and had not yet had the experience of operating

under the LWA procedure. In any event, the AEC in Shearon

Harris, in explaining the basis for granting the exemption,

did not use the phrase " extraordinary circumstances" which

Applicants today characterize as the proper standard, and the

so-called decisional " factors" which Applicants derive from

the case, see App. Br. at 6-7, are not general criteria for

determining the need for relief. An " advanced stage" of

environmental review, for example, has nothing to do with

whether a license applicant would suffer " undue hardship" if

relief were not granted under Section 50.12.
.

Whatever the holding in Shearon Harris, the

Commission's approach to Section 50.12 has been significantly

refined by subsequent precedent. The most recent and

clearest articulation of the Section 50.12 standard is found

in the Commission's decision in Washington Public Power

Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project Nos. 3 & 5), CLI-77-11,

>
r
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5 NRC 719 (1977) ("WPPSS"). It was this decision that the

court of appeals felt "made clear" the Commission's approach

to Section 50.12. The Commission stated in WPPSS:

We regard this method [Section 50.12] as
extraordinary, and we reiterate that it should be used
sparingly.... Parties siould resort to this method of
relief only in the presence of exigent circumstances,
such as emergency situations in which tirae is of the
essence and relief from the Licensing Board is
impossible or highly unlikely.

5 NRC at 723. WPPSS characterizes both the nature of the

method and the nature of the circumstances justifying use of

the method. The method is " extraordinary", that is, unusual

or rare. For it to be invoked, there must be " exigent"

circumstances, that is, as the dictionary defines it,

circumstances " requiring immediate aid or action". Webster's_

Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary 291 (1970). And, if there

were any doubt about this distinction and the import of its

standard, the Commission explained that it was talking about

situations in which there was, in effect, an " emergency" and

relief in the normal licensing procese would be unavailable.
.

-

Unfortunately, the Commission in its decision of

August 17 ignored the distinction between the nature of the

relief and the nature of the circumstances justifying relief.

Thus, the Commission stated:
!

To determine whether the public interest warrants the |

initiation of site preparation activities under an
exemption f. tom 10 CFR 50.10, the Commission considers
the factors in 10 CFR 50.12(b). Past Commission
practice also suggests that exemptions of this sort
are granted sparingly and only in extraordinary;

I circumstances. E.g., Washington Public Power Supply
System (WPPSS Nuclear Power Project Nos. 3& 5),

|
___ - __ _ _. . _ _ . _ - - _ - - -
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CLI-77-11, 5 NRC 719 (1977). The public interest
criterion is therefore a stringent one. For the
reasons discussed below, the Commission finds that the
public interest favors an exemption in this
extraordinary case.

CLI-82-23 at 17 (emphasis added)j To be sure, this is an

extraordinary case, in the sense of it being unusual or rare.

There is only one CRBR, and everything about this reactor,

almost from its inception, has been extraordinary. But that

does not mean -- and the Commission did not properly find --

that the requisite exigent circumstances exist. In fact,

whether one looks at the circumstances as they are today or

as they existed as of August 17, 1982, this is not a case

where immediate action is required to alleviate undue

hardship. The Section 50.12 standard, in other words, has

not been and cannot be met.

II. The Requisite Exigent Circumstances
Warranting Relief Under Section 50.12 Are
Not Found In This Case

Intervenors' views with respect to the failure of -

Applicants to demonstrate that there are exigent

circumstances in this case are fully set forth in their prior

presentations to the Commission and need not be repeated

here. Nonetheless, it seems appropriate to respond briefly

to Applicants' asserted justifications for the exemption,

focusing primarily on facts which have arisen since August,

1982, and which demonstrate that the rationale for the

exemption is even weaker today, if possible, than it was four

months ago.

.
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A. The " Unique" Nature of the CRBR Project
Cannot Justify Granting the Exemption Request

,

i

The notion that the CRBR's " unique characteristics"

justify an exemptior; see App. Br. at 11, was dealt with in

Intervenors' Brief of July 22, 1982, at 30-31, and, because

Applicants present no new arguments, little more need be said

about this claim. As far as we can see, not only are these

" unique" characteristics wholly irrelevant to the question of

exigent circumstances -- whether the CRBR will be owned by

the federal government or not, for example, has nothing to do

with the need for licensing relief -- but this rationale, in

any case, does not appear to have been a basis for the

Commission's decision of August 17. Further, as we have

pointed out previously, the " uniqueness" of the CRBR is a

reason why the exemption procedure should not be invoked and,

indeed, the notion that granting an exemption is permissible

because the CRBR is unique runs wholly counter to the

objective cf demonstrating "licensability", +thich is at the
.

heart of this project. In this regard, efforts of Applicants'

to characterize the project as a "research and development

reactor", see App. Br. at 11, are rather misleading. Its

explicit, statutory purpose is commercial demonstration in a

utility environment, and, as a result, it must be treated as

other, commercial reactors, i.e., the same stringent license

! requirements must apply.

. - _ _ - - _ _ . .- . _ _ _ . - . . _ _- _ _ _ - _ .
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B. Considerations of National Policy

Are Not a Basis For Finding Exigent
Circumstances In This Case

The Commission's decision of August 17, while treating

national policy as an "important factor", did not consider it

to be controlling. CLI-82-23 at 26. Today, any reliance on

asserted national policies with respect to " expeditious

completion" of the CRBR is unjustified.

The past four months have been marked by a further,

significant erosion of support within Congress for the CRBR.

Indeed, the most recent Congressional action indicates that

the intent of Congress in the Omnibus Budget Reconcilation

Act of 1981, on which Applicants place such heavy emphasis,

see App. Br. at 12-13, has been overtaken by subsequent

pronouncements.

On December 14, 1982, the House of Representatives

determined that the CRBR should not proceed at all, let alone

proceed " expeditiously", when it roted, 217 to 196, to

provide no funding for the CRBF in its Continuing Resolution -

for Fiscal Year 1983. See 128 Cong. Rec. H9745 (Dec. 14,

1982). In the Senate, moreover, CRBR funding survived by a

single vote, 49-48, on December 17. See 128 Cong. Rec.

S15064 (Dec. 16, 1982). And, while the Conference Committee

on December 19 agreed to continuing funding, it cut back the

Senate mark 10%, specified that the Department of Energy
l

could not " initiate construction of any permanent facility

structure or place any additional major equipment orders

during the period of this resolution", called upon the

!

_
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Department to reexamine the current cost-sharing arrangements

with a view to reducing Federal budget requirements, and

"strongly urge [d]" the relevant authorizing committees to

consider further CRBR funding "early in the 98th Congress."

( A copy of the Conference Report language, as proposed and

agreed to by the conferees, is attached at Tab A.) 5/

Intervenors draw several lessons from this

Congressional action. First, just how long this project will

survive at all is being increasingly drawn into question.

Second, and relatedly, " national policy" must be considered

an uncertain touchstone for making determinations with

resoect to accelecation of this project. Third, if anything,

the most recent Congressional action would suggest the

inappropriateness of accelerating this project at this time.

Indeed, Congress now seems to be of the view that the pace of

this project should not pick up in this fiscal year, at least

under current cost-sharing arrangements.

.

C. Relief Under Section 50.12 Is Not Necessary
to Avoid Undue Hardship to The Proiect

Applicants argue that failure to grant their Section

50.12 request would result in two kinds of harm to the

project: (i) the project would be " forced to mark time while

S/ While the report language alco states that "[o]ngoing
activities related to the NRC licensing process should be
continued", the conferees expreseed no sentiment that the
licensing process be expedited, nor did they express any
sentiment with respect to site preparation activities which
have been or may be authorized by the Commission.

I
.

- .- .- _.
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awaiting an LWA decision", App. Br. at 16, and (ii) further

delay would " threaten the-technical resources of.the

project". App. Br. at-17. 6/ The Commission, however,

in its decision of August 17 does not appear to have accepted

the contention that failure to grant the exemption would

result in the project " marking time", while, as to such

factors as the possible loss of technical personnel, the

Commission stated "there is an element of speculation here".

CLI-82-23 at 28. Given the speculative nature of the harm, a

finding of exigency cannot be made.

With respect to Applicants' asserted inability to"

work around delays in the licensing process", App. Br. at

6/ Applicants, at this point, do not appear to argue
seriously that dollars saved through acceleration of the
project schedule constitute a justification for Section 50.12
relief. In fact, even accepting 7.pplicants' calculations of
the cost of " delay" on a present worth basis (approximately
$28,000,000 per year), it is obvious that the amounts " saved"
become smaller as the period of delay is revealed to be
shorter than that originally projected by Applicants. See
Section III, infra. Moreover, recent events have proven the.
conservatism of Intervenors' cost analysis, and demonstrated
the extent to which there may be net economic benefits of

'

project delay. First, while both the interest rate and
inflation rate have dramatically fallen, the former has
consistently remained far more than 3% above the latter,
indicating that the $30 million savings projected by
Intervenors for a one year deferral of this project, see
Statement of Charles Komanoff, dated Jan. 18. 1982, is a
generously low estimate. Second, in their calculations of
possible offsets to the benefits of delay, Intervenors
conservatively ignored fuel processing and fabrication costs
and assumed zero fuel costs. Statement of Charles Komanoff,
dated Jan. 18, 1082, at 6-7. However, taking these into
account, the General Accounting Office has just concluded
that CRER operating losses over its lifetime could be
approximately $2 billion. GAO, Analysis of the Department of
Energy's Clinch River Breeder Reactor Cost Estimate (GAO/RCED
83-74, Dec. 10, 1982).

|
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16, Applicants simply did not make their case before the

Commission last summer, and they have added nothing to the

record in their latest presentation. We think that the

Commission's experience with this project's claims of

hardship warrant an extremely skeptical view of such

assertions. The Commission will recollect that, in December,

1981, Applicants claimed that the CRBR would be " dead in the

water" if the exemption request were not granted by March.

See Transcript of December 16, 1981 Hearing, at 11 (statement

of Mr. Silverstrom). This was obviously not the case. Last

summer, Applicants asserted that a new date, August, 1982,

was on the " critical path". See Applicants' Memorandum of

July 1, 1982, at 19, 20. But the basis for that conclusion

has never been supplied, and it seems clear that work on the
,

project would go forward absent Section 50.12 relief.

Indeed, the Department of Energy's own Fiscal Year 1983
,

budget submissione for the CRBR project reveal the many uses,

other than site preparation, to which funds can be put
.

productively this year. See 2 U.S. Department of Commerce,

Energy Research and Technology Administration, FY 1983
,

Congressional Budget Request 150-152 (DOE /MA-0057) (Feb.

1982).

As to the risk of loss of technical personnel, the

'

best that Applicants can do is argue that " retaining this

nucleus of qualified personnel will be difficult without

tangible progress on the Project". Applicants' Site

i

l

. . _ . _ . - . . . . _ . _ _ . . . . ,_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . . . . _ _ . _ . . . _ .
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Preparation Activities Report 7-4 (June, 1982) (the " SPAR").

But mere potential " difficulties" in maintaining the

technical team would not appear to rise to the level of

" exigent circumstances", and Applicants have never-been able

to demonstrate how real these risks are. _Indeed, the record

is wholly lacking such critical information as the

quantitative effect of staff reductions on CRBR project

output, the quantitative justifications for projected

staffing levels for the CRBR project, the possibility of

personnel reassignments and/or alternative uses of staff upon

various assumptions with respect to grant or denial of the
;

; Section 50.12 request, the rates of turnover of technical

staff in prior representative periods, or the difficulties in

hiring new staff at this time. In any event, there is nn

evidence whatsoever that at a time when the underlying

licensing proceeding is moving forward and, indeed, when a

decision appears imminent, see Section III, infra, the staff

nucleus could not be retained.
.

D. Immediate Relief Frcm The Commission
Is Not Necessary To Avoid Undue Hardship
To The LMFBR Program

The CRBR is a project whose life is measured in

decades; the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor program (the

"LMFBR program"), of which it is a part, is a program whose I

l

life is perhaps best measured in generations, with decisions

_ ___ . . - __ _ _ _ _ _ . . - . - . _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . - _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _
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on commercialization coming some time in the 21st century. 7/

In such circumstances, it beggars belief that an advancement

of the CRBR schedule by a few months in 1982 and early 1983

is a matter of exigent need for the LMFBR program as a whole.

Moreover, the claim that the CRBR is "out of optimum
,

synchronization with the overall LMFBR program", App. Br. at

19, and that a schedule acceleration is necessary to obtain

certain informational benefits is refuted by Applicants' own

program documentation. There is no precise synchronization

in the LMFBR prcgram. Neither the CRBR nor the LMFBR program

are tied to rigid schedules. The LMFBR EIS (at 41) merely

states that the completion of the CRBR is planned for "around

1990", and "beginning CRBRP construction in 1982 or early

1983 will allow completion around 1990" (emphasis added).

During the course of Applicants' presentation on July 29,

1982, Gordon Chipman, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Energy

for Nuclear Energy, admitted that the schedule of other parts

of the LMFBR program is not " tightly linked" to the CRBR
.

schedule, see Transcript of July 29, 1982 Hearing, at 55

7/ The Department cf Pnergy itself admits that, even in the
best of circt;1 stances, we will see commercial LMFBR
generating plants "no earlier than 2005 to 2010", Department
of' Energy, Final Environmental Impact Statement for the

; Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Program 40 (Supplement to
ERDA-1535, DOE /EIS-0085-FS, May, 1982) (the "LMFBR EIS"), and
LMFBR deployment could be "several decades later." -Id. at
36. In fact, most recent information indicates that the need
for fast breeder reactors will be later rather than sooner.
See generally GAO, The Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor -
Opticus ter Deciding Future Pac'e' and Direction iv, 15
( GAO/ EMD-$~l-7 9, July 12, 1982') (projecting breeder

~

i

commercialization no earlier than the 2025-2035 titen frame).

- -_ -. _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ __ __ _ . - _ - _ _ . - _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _-. ...
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(statement of Mr. Chipman), while John Longenecker, Acting

Director of the CRBR Project Office, conceded that the CRBR

schedule itself has flexibility for shifts of several months

in one direction or another. See Transcript of July 29, 1982

Hearing, at 30-32 (statement of Mr. Longenecker). 8/

Further, focusing specifically on information transfer

from one segment of the program to another, it is apparent

that the Commission did not premise its decision upon an

exigent need for early transfer of information from the CRBR.

The Commission stated:

The Commission finds that if the ultimate decision is
to proceed with the CRBR, then delay now would
adversely affect the public interest by foreclosing
the opportunity to transfer early -information from
CRBR to the rest of the LMFBR program. While it is
not feasible to quantify, or otherwise precisely
identify the specific adverse effects of delay, or to
identify in advance just which items of information
provided by CRBR will be of early value to the base
R&D program or to the LDP, it is clear from the
experience with the FFTF that the sooner CRBR is
begun, the more likely that it will provide useful
information at an early enough time to be integrated
into the overall LMFDit program.

CLI-82-23 at 27. Intervenora do not take issue with the -

proposition that earlier completion of the CRBR may result in

earlier transfer of information. That proposition is

8/ As pointed out in the August 4, 1982, submission of the
Union of Concerned Scientists, with reference to the link
between the CRBR and the follow-on Large Development Plant:

It is clear...that the six (or even twelve) months
schedule change in the CRBR is lost within the
uncertainty in the Applicants' own estimate of the
most efficient overlap in the CRBR and LDP
construction schedules.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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self-evident. 9/ The issue, however, is not whether earlier

operation of the CRBR may result in earlier resolution of

certain technical problems sometime in the 1990's, but

whether the desirability of achieving these hypothetical i

future increases in program efficiency constitutes an exigent

circumstance today. The Commission itself couldn't even

" precisely identify" the gains to be realized. We fail to

see how, in such a situation, the Section 50.12 standard can

be met.

Finally, events since August have further confirmed

the programmatic irrelevance of a few months' acceleration of

the CRBR schedule. The progress of the so-called Large

Development Plant (the "LDP") is a case in point. 10/ In

9/ Early transfer of information, of course, may not always
be useful. If, indeed, commercialization decisions won't be
made until well into the next century, the information from
the CRBR may be premature and, as a result, not very helpful
to those ultimate decisions. This was the view expressed in
comments on the Section 50.12 exemption request by Bruce
Babbitt, .Tohn Deutch and Hal Lewis (respectively, the
Governor of Arizona, the former Undersecretary of Energy, and -

the formar Chairmca. of the Commission's Risk Assessment
Review Group) in a letter dated Janu6ry 13, 1982. See also
GAO, The Liquid Metal Fast Breeder neactor - Options for
Deciding Future Pace and Direction v (GAO/CMD-82-79, July 12,
1982).

10/ Reliance in any case on the CRBR-LDP link is perilous.
The future of the LDP is fraught with uncertainties. It has
no tight timetable, it is only scheduled to begin operation
"at an unspecified date in the 1990s", and "[w]ork on the
[ project] is not currently being funded". Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Final Supple. ment to the 1977 Final Environmental
Statement related to construction and operation of Clinch
River Breeder Reactor Plant 8-4 (NUREG-0139, Supp. No.1, Oct.
1982).

|
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seeking to establish the need for early site preparation for
,

the CRBR, John Longenecker testi?ied in July, 1982 about the

I ^

LDP schedule. At that time, the schedule he projected

involved the start up of a "two' year consolidation phtse with /
1i

our utility partners" as of " October of 1982 - the first
,

'

r

pconth of fiscal '83". Transcript of July 29, l?82 Hearing,
,e,

at 110 (statement of Mr. Longenecker). This, in turn, was to
,

lead to a decision whether "the utilities are willing and carg
come up with a proposal for proceeding. . .at the end of that

period or in the beginning of fisca),,'85. That would be in

September of 1984." Id. at 111. Edt the consolidation phase

did not start as of October 1, 1982. Indeed, as of early
.

December, there had been no formal agreement reached with the

utilities. Inside Energy, Dec. 6, 1982, at 7. This slippage |

I
of three months in the LDP schedule over such a short period

.,i
*

is instructive as to how loose LMFB,R program timing really is ,

,

and why it is effectively impossible to make judgments about ~
!

|

the programmatic effects of shifts, measured in a matter of
'

(

months, on the schedules of long-term projects.
3

i '

E. Immediate Relief I's Not Necessary
to Promoce Interhational Interests

,

'

/
Intervenors did not understand the Commission in its

decision of Auguct 17 to rely upor. asserted international

policy considerations which Applicants contend . militate in

favor of the exemption. 11/ See App. Br. at 20-22. Even so,

11/ There is but one pitssino reference to these
consideratione in the decisial. CLI-82-23 at 28.

,

- _-. ._ . _ _ _ - - - . , . -- -, __ _- - - . - - -
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these asserted' international considerations are becoming less

compelling by the moment.,

\ In discussing LMFBR development, Applicants like to

characterize the United States as being in a kind of
~

/ technological race with other countries to develop breeder

reactors - a race in which it is essentici for the United
States to be cut in front or, at least, not "behind the rest

of the world." App. Br. at 21. In fact, this " race" appearc,

to be slowing down appreciably:

Europe's enthusi'nm for fast breeder nuclear reactors
is rapidly ranning out of steam, faced with increased
costs, decreased projections of electricity needs, and
across-the-board delays in construction of
conventional light water reactors on which a

'

commercially viable fast breeder reactor program would
depend.

Dickson,." Europe's' Fast Breeders Move to a Slow Track",

Science, December'10, 1982, at 1094 (copy attached at Tab B).

For precisely the same reasons that it does not make sense to

accelerate the CRBR, our Western European " competitors" are

cutting back their fast reactor programs. 1]/ In c?h

circumstances, the exigencies of accelerating the CRBR'

schedule cannot be great.

In any case, the claimed " international" benefits
,

associated with acceloration of the CRBR project are
4

speculttive and insubstantial. While Deputy Secretary of

12/ ifith. respect to British fast reactor policy, in
particular, the New Scientist reported on December 2, 1982, ;

~ that the British government has " postponed development of its ,

long-promised commercial demonstration fast reactor". "Go
Slow On Fast Breeder", New Scientist, December 2, 1982, at

547. ;-
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Energy W. Kenneth Davis did testify that progress in the

LMFBR program generally might have some effect on the

negotiation of international cooperative ventures, Transcript

of July 29, 1982 Hearing, at 32-33, he could not make a

direct link between a six to twelve month acceleration of the
CRBR and the successful negotiation of these cooperative

ventures. Likewise, asserted benefits for non-proliferation

policy were not related with any degree of particularity to

the CRBR project. While Undersecretary of State Richard T.

Kennedy did write a letter to Deputy Secretary of Energy

Davis stating that the State Department supported domestic
i

work on the breeder option, in the words of Commissioner ;

Ahearne:

[T]he State response explicitly does not focus on CRBR
and nothing in the response provides any basis for
believing a six to twelve month delay in site
preparation activities will have international
repercussions. If DOE's request and the potential six
to twelve month delay had significant~ international
implications, I expect the State Department would at
least be aware of the foreign policy consequences and
would have mentioned them in this letter.

.

CLI-82-23, Dissenting Views of Commissioner Ahearne at 7.

III. The Imminence of An LWA-1 Decision Eliminates
the Need for Relief Under Section 50.12

Under 10 CFR Section 50.12, a critical factor in
,

|

determining the appropriateness of relief is whether " relief
'

| from the Licensing Board is impossible or highly unlikely".

i !

'

|

|
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WPPSS, 5 NRC at 723. 13/ The Commission noted in its order

of Cecember 10 that "the Licensing Board expects to issue a

decision on [ Applicants'] LWA request by the mid to late

February, 1983." The speed with which th,e underlying

licensing proceeding is drawing to a conclusion demonstrates
,

that relief under Section 50.12 was and is wholly unneeded.

It is important in this case to understand just how

vigorously the Licensing Board is pursuing its licensing

responsibilities. The first phase of hearings was held on

August 23-27, 1982, focusing on the Staff's site suitability

analysis. The second phase, relating to a variety of NEPA

contentions, was held November 16-19, 1982, and the final

phase of hearings, also dealing with NEPA coatentions, was

concluded last week, on December 17, 1982. The Licensing

Board, moreover, on December 6, determined that it would

issue an LWA-1 partial initial decicion immediately following

completion of the LWA-1 proceeding. The Licensing Board i

requested that all parties file LWA-1 proposed findings of
,

fact and conclusione of law by January 24, 1983. Applicants

would then file a reply on conclusions of law by February 3,

1983. There is thus every reason to expect an LWA-1 partial

13/ While Applicants seek to distinguish WPPSS on the
| grounds that the decision by the Licensing Board in that case
' on an LWA-1 was "not too far off", see App. Br. at 18, note

15, in WPPSS there was no certainty as to when the Licensing
Board in fact would act. By contrast, in the present case,
we now know that the LWA-1 decision is less than two months
away, and, in hindsight, only six months after the
Commission's decision under Section 50.12.

!

:

!
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initial decision in mid-February. 14/ In short, it now '

appears that the actual advancement of schedule achieved by

resort to the extraordinary mechanism of 10 CFR Section 50.12

is at best about six months. 15_/

Applicants argue that it is not the Board's LWA-1

decision which is critical to determining the amcunt of delay

but rather the actual start-up date of construction under the

LWA-1. See App. Br. at 9-10. And, indeed, under the
i

Commission's regulations, 10 CFR Section 2.764 and 10 CFR

Part 2, App. B, as much as eighty days may elapse before an

LWA-1 decision is effective. 16/ The problem with
'

Applicants' argument, however, is that it does not reflect

the basis on which the Commission reached its decision. t

The delays which the parties have been arguing over

from the beginning in this matter, consistent with the WPPSS

14/ In order to further expedite matters, the Licensing
Board, on December 6, 1982, requested counsel for all parties
to prepare for approximately one day of closing argument on
LWA-1 contentions. Closing arguments were in fact heard
after the close of the evidentiary record on December 16-17, -

1982, and will be completed on January 4-5, 1983. This
process, by focusing the issues and laying the major !

arguments before the Licensing Board prior to the filing of
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, was
intended to shorten the time period necessary for an LWA-1
partial initial decision and seems likely to have that .

effect.

15/ Because actual site work was not commenced until !

i5eptember 22, 1982, see The Washington Post, Sept. 23, 1982,
at A-ll, the true period of delay appears likely to be only
about five months.

;

16/ Whether in fact this would be the case is another |
question. See pages 22-23, infra. L

r
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standard, have related to the issuance of the Licensing

Board's decision, not the actual start-up of site preparation

activities. Indeed, while there may have been some ambiguity

in Applicants' approach, in their earlier presentations their

schedule for CRBR construction appeared pegged to the

Licensing Board's approval date. Thus, for example, the SPAR

refers to LWA-1 "1ssuance" and " approval". SPAR at 1-5.

Further, the testimony of Applicants before the Commission

focused on when the Board would make its decision. See

Transcript of July 29, 1982 Dearing, at 71-73 (statement of

Mr. Edgar). More importantly, the Commissioners themselves,

as their questions indicated, were concerned with the time it

would take the Licensing Board to act, not the time it would

take for the actual decision to become effective. See, e.g.,

Transcript of Jul'r 29, 1982 Hearing, at 147-149, 169-179.

Even assuming arguendo that Applicants were correct in

their approach to figuring the period of delay, the imminence

of the point at which work could begin under an LWA-1 is such
.

as to eliminate the need for extraordinary relief under

Section 50.12. Under 10 CFR Section 2.764 and 10 CFR Part 2,

App. B, while a decision on immediate effectiveness of an LWA

must be made no later than approximately eighty days after

the Licensing Board's decision, that is an outside limit, and

appellate consideration can proceed on a much more rapid

basis. Thus, at the outside, if the Licenning Board's

decision were favorable to Applicants, work at the site under

i

.. _ ._ . _. ._ ..
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an LWA-1 could begin certainly by early May and perhaps

substantially sooner -- no more than six to eight months off

the start-up date under the Commission's order of August 17.

1.2/

Further, the record reveals that Applicants'*

justification for accelerating the CRBR project schedule,

particularly as respects informational benefits, is primarily

in terms of getting information a year sooner, not five

months, six months, or even eight months sooner. Thus, for

example, when John Longenecker, Acting Director of the CRBR

Project Office, testified about programmatic benefits, he

consistently referred to the benefits that would accrue to

the LMFBR program by having data "one year earlier". See,

e.g., Transcript of July 29, 1982 Hearing, at 99, 113

(statements of Mr. Lo?genecker). The fact that what is now

at issue is an acceleration in project completion of perhaps

one-half of that weakens even more the case ror finding

" exigent circumstances". It seems plain that delays of such
.

magnitude are simply lost in the overall flexibility of the

LMFBR program schedule and do not warrant the grant of

extraordinary relief.

17/ If work accomplished at the site between September, 1982
and January, 1983, is taken into account, the schedule loss
to Applicants from a hiatus in early 1983, moreover, would
become minimal. This is all the more the case given the
Congressional intent that no construction of permanent
facility structures commence in FY 1983. See pages 9-10,
supra. In other wordo, even if an early LWA-2 were issued,
safety-related work could not now begin before October, 1983.

___ _ _ - _
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CONCLUSION

With the Congressional " mandate" evaporating,

programmatic considerations becoming each day less

compelling, and the LWA-1 decision nearly at hand, there is

no persuasive rationale for concluding that there are exigent

circumstances warranting licensing rnlief under Section

50.12. The Commission, in our judgment, should not utilize

its extraordinary powers in circumstances in which they are

so manifestly unnecessary. Intervenors submit that, upon

reconsideration, the Commission should deny the exemption

request, revoke the existing authorization to conduct site

preparation activities, and let the Licensing Board proceed

in the ordinary course to its decision on the LWA-1.

Respectfully submitted,

Eldon V.C. Greenberg
GALLOWAY & GREENBERG
1725 Eye Street, N.W.
Suite 601
Washington, D.C. 20006

,

(202) 833-9084

-'
' Barbara A. Finamore
S. Jacob Scherr
Natural Resources Defense

Council, Inc.
1725 I Street, N.W.
Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 223-8210

Attorneys for Intervenors
Natural Resources Defense
Council, Inc. and the
Sierra Club

|

| Dated: December 21, 1982
Washington, D.C.
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Tab A
Proposed Report language*

_

,

The House voted on December 14 to delete additional funding for the
Clinch River project, except for contract termination costs, during the period
December 17, 1982, through March.15, 1983. The Senate voted on Decemt !r 17, 1982, tt
continue Clinch River funding at FY 1982 levels through September 30, 1983.'

The conferees agree as follows: -

1. The Department will not . initiate construction of any permanent
facility structures or place any additional major equipment
orders during the period'of'this resolution,

2. Ongoing activities related to the NRC licensing process r hould be
continued.

3. The current rate of Federal funding for the Clinch River ,m ject
shall be determined so as to take into account the anticii ed
$19,000,000 available from non-Federal contribut. ions in ': .a.

4. Up to $1,000,000 shall be available to vigorously exckre
proposals including a reconsideration of the origiral m
sharing arrangement, that would reduce Federal budger. recyt rc
ments for the Clinch River project or project alternatN,
and secure greater participation from the private secter. The
Department is to submit its findings to the cognizant congressioni:

i

casarittees for consideration by not later than March 15, 1983.

The conferees strongly urge the cognizant authorizing connittaes in
i

the House and the Senate to consider this issue early in the 98th Congress.
.

<

$

-
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3 T&D B
News cnd Cimment

Europe's Fast Breeders Move to a Slow Track
,

-
.

* The U.S. Clinch River reactor is not the only project
: faced with mounting economic and political problems
.

| Paris. Europe's enthusiasm for fast tractive until the beginning of the next thought of as Suptt Phinix II) need be
made until at least I or 2 years later..

breeder nuclear reactors is rapidly running century.
out of steam, faced with increased costs. Con 8dence in the technical potential When it comes, however, the decision.

-

decreased projections of electncity needs, of fast breeders as an eventual important will not be easy Until recently the*

and across-the-board delays in the con- energy source remains high, particularly future of fast breeders in France seemed
struction of conventional light water reac- in countries that lack access to domestic well assured. The prototype Phdnix. a

.

g' tors on which a commercially viable fast energy resources and are reluctant to 250-megawatt reactor, has been provid-
P

breeder program would depend. accept ti*e implications of heavy depen- ing power for the French utility ELctri-*

In both Britain and West Germany dence on foreign supplies of uranium. citd de France (EDFl since 1973. and*

there is now serious talk,if not of aban- Political enthusiasm, however, has most of tne technical questions about*

doning fast breeder development com- cooled, for the OPEC-inspired oil price fut breeder operations seem to have*

pletely, at least of putting a freeze on rises have provoked a steady decline in been solved. Furthermore. Frtnch politi-
expansion plans until future needs can be the rate of growth of electricity demand. cians have proudly displayed fast breed-

,

ers as one technolegy in which the coan-.

|
perceived m >re clearly. Nigel Lawson, try is well ahead of its interna:ional com- !
Britain's minister of energy. told Parlia.
ment on 29 November that the British ". . . the need for the Petiton. |.

.
Various factors. however, have damp-

govemment remains committed to the eeder....is rapidly ened some of the enthusiasm. After 8long-term development cf fast breeder
reutors. but that commercial orders for

diminishing. ' years of " working like c!ockwork." in
, , ,

the wonis of Vendreyes. Phenix sprang a
fast reactors are not expected until after

leak in April of this year in its cooling
the year 2000.

in France. President Frangeis Mitter- This. combined with licensing restric- system, leading to a fire when the sodi- ;

rand has not so far invoked his pre- tions imposed by public concern about um came in contact with the air. The |

clection call for a temporary halt in the safety, has caused delays in convention- accident put the reactor out of operation
'

construction of France's technological al nuclear programs to such an extent for several weeks and stimulated a de-
jewel, the Super-Phdnix fast breeder re- that the date at which they would be able bate about fas* breeder safety.

actor at Creys-Malville in the Rhone to sustain a viable fast breeder program.
Furthermors. the cost of Super-Phd-

valley. This has stimulated cc.sern that based on reprocessed light water reactor nix. jointly financed with German and
pressure to retain the breeder may be spent fuel. is recedmg further and further Italian partners, has been rismg alarm- ,

coming from the French military, attract- into the distance. ingly. Estimated 5 years ago to cost 4 |
'

ed by the high-grade plutonium that will Furthermore, the resultant decreased billion francs (5550 million at current
become avsilable from the reactor blan- demand for natural uranium is making it exchange rates). the latest estimate is
ket (see box). However, the government increasingly difficult to argue that fast that it will cost about 12 billion francs
announced earlier this year that it was breeders are urgently needed to compen. ($1.7 billion). Even allowing for the first.
reducing its future commitment from five sate for an imminent evaporation of ura- time ctats of a new engineering enter'-
to one more fast reactor after Super- nium supplies. "Ther;. now seems to be prise, this neans that a commercial fast

j
Phenix, and there are doubts about enough uranium at least until the first breeder based oc the Super-Phdnix de-

j whether it will decide to go even this far. decade of the next century, so that the sign would cost abot.' twice as much as a
at least without considerably more inter- need for the breeder from the supply side conventional light wate. reactor of the

j natiomJ support. is rapidly diminishing." says one analyst same size.

y It is all very different from the heady with the nuclear energy agency in Paris. A third factor, perhaps even less pre-

enthusiasm that existed up to the end of "The long-term need for the breeder is dictable, is politics. During his election
p] the 1970's. Even 2 years ago, at the time still there; but compared to the thinking campaign in 1980. Mitterrand's appar-

hi of the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle at the time of INFCE, the prospects ently skeptical stance toward fast breed.

|I Evaltation (INFCE) smdits, the talk have been put back by 20 to 30 years." ers helped him secure support not mere-

C was of having 50 gigawr.tts of breeder The changed economic and political ly from the environmental movement-

9 reactor capacity worldwide by the year climate has affected European countries to whom the whole idea of a plutonium
1 2000. Today, many economists claim in different ways. d pending on the stage economy remains a can of worms-but

i breeders wdl not be competitive with of titeir breeder programs France, still also from members of the powerful union
I light water reactors for the next $0 years. out at tu hear! of the pack with the the Confdddration Frangaise Ddmocra-

Even the more optimistic, such as world's first commercial fast breeder, tique de Travailleurs, which has been
Georges Vendreyes, head of industrial the 1200-megawa*.t sodium-cooled Su- waging various well-publicized cam-

applications of nuclear criergy at per Phinix, is in an easier position than paigns around nuclear safety issues.
France's Coramissariat il'Energie Ato- some. Completion of Super-Phdrix is such as the safety of working conditions
mique (CEA), admit that breeders are currently scheduled for 1984, and no for its members at the La Hague repro-
not likely to become commercially at- decisions about the next step (currently cessing plant.

10M 00W4075/82/1210 80M501.0&O Copynght c 1982 AAAS SCIENCE. VOL 218.10 DECEMBER 1982
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Since his (! action. Mittmand has-

beckpedaled on his previous criticisms Breeders and Bombsof the nuclear i3dustry, well aware that
,

I for other sectors of the labor movement.
it represents an important source ofjobs. Questsons were raised in the West German Federal Parhaswnt, the'

Work on Super. Phenix has continued An=testar last week about whether German funds are being used to help
virtualiy uninternspeed; last year, for ex- produce plaaaiani for French nuclear weapons. 'Ihe questsons were
ample. Prime Minister Pierre Mauroy prompted by an article in the weekly massanne Der Spiegel, which claimed
underlined the government commitment that the Super Phenax sodium cooled fast breeder reactor is intended to ,

to fast breeders by announcing plans to produce plutonium for the French mihaary, and that customers of the )
expand La Hague with a facility to pro- German utility that is provuhns 16 percent of the funding for Super-Phenax )'

duce plutonium for Super Phenix. were therefore unwittingly helpeg to Anance the planned buildup of i

By announcing that no political deci- France's nuclear forces- |

sion will be made about the future of the 'Ihe quescoes were quickly disenssed by both the German and the i

French fast breeder program until oper- French governments, which poented out that the whole Super-Phenix
ating expenence has been gained with project is being overseen by Euretom, and that this should be suelenent to
the Super-Phenix, Mitterrand has ban ensure safeguards agasant the diversion of civilian plutonmm to military
able to keep the lid on what could be- purposes. But the incident re8ects the type of pohucal didiculty that could'

come a damaging political confhct be- aries over multilateral cooperanon in fast breeder research and develop-
tween different groups of his supporters mea 6-didiculues that the United States has already encountered in its own

But, fueled on the one hand by unfavor- nuclear cooperasson agreements, most recently in its efforts, through the

able economic :onditions and on the Nuclear Nonproliferation Act, to keep a handle on the plutonium contained
other by concerns that breeders could in the light water reactor fuel sold to other nacons.
become a principal source of plutonium "Ihe attracuan of the fast breeder, front the nuhtary point of view,is the
for France's force de franc, the ten- high purity of the plutonsen that can be extracted front the uransum oxide
sions are not far beneath the surface, blanket after it has been ha-hanted with fast neutrons frosi the reactor

The situation is more delicate in Ger. core. One visitor to the United Kangdom's Atomic Energy.Authonty's fast
many, which is still struggling to com- breeder at Dounreay was told that the purity was as high as 96 percent.
plete construction of its own prototype "there are several cheaper and more convenient ways of producing weap-
reactor, th e 300 megawatt =-N x- '- j ons grade / m but if fast breeders are built, the temptatson to the
test resctyr SNR 300 at Kalkar, which malatary to make use of the panta=== in the blanket will be strong.
started in 1973. This is being built by the France has never adsutted that it intends to do this. Indeed, at present it

consortitm Schnell-Broter-Kernkraft- has pienty of plutonam fraai its own mailitary reactors. However, a veil of
werksgese!!schaft (SBK), headed by secrecy is generally drawn over where the country will get the plutonium it
Germany's largest utility Rheinisch- needs to fnsifill future comautments to building new weapons Nuclear
Westfalisches-ElektrivitAtswerk (RWE). critics claim they can discern from a few public statements made by those
Belgium and the Netherlands are each close to the malstery program a logic that points toward the fast breeder
contributing 15 percent of the cost and In 1973, for example, a report on the military applicanons of nuclear
Britain's Central Electncity Generating energy prepared by tne Ca====manat & l'Energie Atomaque (CEA) recom-
Board 2 percent. Of the Gennan share, sended that the production of malatary nuclear matenal should take
electric utilities agreed to absorb 8 per- " advantage . . . of civilian programs . . . in order to limit the costs." In
cent of the construction costs, the rest 1978 General Jean Thiry, previously director of France's mahtary centers
being covered by the federal govern- for nuclear testms, and subsequen-ly an adviser to the head of the CEA,

ment. wrote that France was able to make large quantities of nuclear bombs
"

When originally planned. Kalkar was "since fast breeders will provide ample supplies of the necessary plutoni-
expected to be ready by 1978. It now um." Most recently, an article in a weekly newsletter L'Energie stated
looks as if completion will not be until at boldly that the future supply of weapons-grade plutonium, currently pro-
least 1996; and if the German govern- duced by the aging reactor G-3 in Marcoule, was " assured" by Super-
ment is unable or unwilling to raise the Phenam which would produce enough high quality plutonium to fuel 60
necessary Anance, either from its own atonne bombs a year. " Super-Phsmx is obviously bea=ung the technical
resources or from utiUty and nuclear tese of the Frenchforce defrappe,'' the author, L. Lammers, an economist
construction companies. Anal compie- *ith Electncate de France, declared. To some critics, the message is clear.

tion could still be postponed indennitely. Given the del ===p eama-w interest in fast breeders as a source of electric

Various factors have contributed to power, they ask, what is the explanation for continued political enthusiasm?
the delay. For example, the reactor has "The answer is succmet: the military needs breeders," wrote Yves Lenoire

had to go through a lengthy and detaaled and Machel Genestout in the October issue of the popular French magazine :

series of licensing procedures, which Science et Vic, the source of Der Spiegel's broadside against West German

i themselves have become increasingly involvement in Super-Phenix. So far, the French authorities have kept a
more strict in response to growmg public discrete sdence on the issue, other than pointing out that although it is not a
concerns about the safety of nuclear signatory of the nonproliferation treaty France is voluntanly obeying
power. In addition, there have bee s vari- International Atomic Energy Authority safeguards on its civilian nuclear
ous design changes, some the result of instalianor.s.
new licensing requirements, others of Whether the complaints arc, in themselves, sufficient to deter the French,
miscalculations in the original plans. who take a strong nanonalistic pride in their ability to determine their own

Eacti of these factors has helped in- nuclear future, from moving in this direction is open to speculation.--D.D.
crease the costs. At the beginning cf the
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1970's, it was estimated that Kalkar many's research and to:hnology minis. result has received orders for about one-'
'

would cost 1.355 billion marks ($550 ter. Heinz Riesenh0ber, was reported third of the components. and will receive
i

million at current exchange rates), but last week to have written to the federa.
the same proportion of the electrici:y

; this projection rose steadily during the tion of German industiialists saying that
when it is produced).

' decade. in February 1981 new estimates the Bonn government does not intend to
Domestically, the delays in itall's

were "nade public that the completion of increase its contributions either to Kal-
conventional nuclear program-only oneI

'

Kaikar would cost 5 billion marks. A kar or to another controversial nuc! car
full size nuclear reactor has so far he.a

'
built with one more under construc-

lengthy series of negotiations followed. project, the high temperature reactor,
during which the utilities and the nuclear which has a!so encountered major finan-

tion-means that discussion about the
need for commercial fast breeders is not

industry agreed to share the extra costs cial problems.
j with the government--but only provided Industrial sponsors of the project re- even expected to begin until the mid-

that the federal parliament give the full main, at least in public, optimistic that
1990's. The most Italy is aiming for at,

project its approval. the money will be found somewhere, present is to keep up with the state of the.

This goal was almost reached earlier Critics of the fast breeder, however,
art through its contribution to Super-

|
this fall. After 3 years of discussions. suggest that the new cost increases may Phdnix and the construction of its own

*

a special parliamentary commission of prove to be the final death blow.
120-megawatt experimental fast reactor
PEC IProva Elementi Combustibili). de-i

| signed to develop Italy's domestic nucle-

_ _

ar capabilities and to study various as--

pects of fast reactor functioning..
*

Even this, however, is running into
economic probles. Earlier this year.,

faced with the calcu'ations that, rather.

q
tha's the 650 billion lire ($450 million at

-

~ . : ;
current exchange rates) estimated in

-- - _g 1980. PEC was now likely to cost 1400" --
" .. - .,

- ;L-.
-

-

, C billion lire (5950 million) the Italian gov-
ernment asked its Commission on Eco-%

~~~
- g nomic Planning to carry out an investiga-

-a -- g tion of the project to determine whether
~

W it should still be supported. The com-

_ _ _ ,_ , , _ ____

mission appointed an advisory panel
.

Ws,p tuomor from the Comitato Nazionale per l'Ener-
Cost ovmuns and political opposition gia Nucleare e 7nergie Alternativa

inquiry agreed by a narrow majority to All this casts even more doubt on what (CNENEA). which gave the project a

recommend to the parliament that the was to have been the next stage in Ger- green light on technical grounds. and at

construction of Kalkar should be com- many's fast breeder program, the con- the beginning of last week the commis-

pieted and the reactor be allowed to start struction of a demonstratiori commercial sion itself approved the project. Officials
operaten. A parliamentary debate now reactor known as SNR-2. Roughly com-

from the CNENEA estimate that, once

scheduled for 3 December had been ex. parable in size to Super-Phenix, this is allowance is made for inflation. the real i
'

pected to endorse the commission's rec. ol!!cially planned to be jointly financed cost increase is only about 15 percer.t.
ommendations with little d@dty. with French and Italian participants, and Given a more stable political and eco-

Since then, two separate events have the final design has been virtusily com-
nomic environment, construction would

raised new doubts. With the change of pleted. Even the most optimistic sup- probably procee.1 without interruption;

government in September, the Social porters of fast breeders in Germany. but with the current political crisis irr
Democrats have closed ranks with the however, accept that construction is un- Italy, together with growing demands

critics. On 24 November, the p.rty likely to start before the end of the from the international banking communi.
agreed to endorse the resolution being 1980's "This time, we plan to get the ty for broad cuts in pblic spending, the
put before parliament stating that a num- construcuon license granted before we future of the project is still highly uncer-
ber of important economic and safety start budding." says one official-and tain.

questions still need to be answered be- many will not be surprised if even if
Sirciln uncertainty, though based on

fore Kalkar is given final approval. To Kalkar is completed. SNR-2 is put on the different rea%. exists in Britain. Up to
now, the United Kingdom has been at

some observers in Bonn, the most signir- suelf for many years.
ican. aspect of this move is that it repre- In Italy, doubts about current plans for the forefront of fast breeder research,

sents the breakup of the previous all- fast breeder development have not taken
with its 250-megawatt reactor in com-

party coalition on which support for the such a public form. Italy has recently
mercial operation at Dounreay in the

fast breeder has depended, made a substanual increase in its support north of Scotland since 1975, and a cur-

Given the extent of toth pu')lic and for all forms of energy research-includ-
rent esearch and development program

,

private investments, as well as the num- ing fast breeders, which now consume 39 costmg about 110 million pounds (5136| '

| ber of construction jobs at stake, parlia- percent of the nation's energy R & D million) a year. Britain is also working on

! mentary criticism in itself is unlikely to budget-as part of its response to the
a design for a 1300-megawatt commercial

| be sufficient to halt SNR-300. However, energy crises of it.e late 1970's. Howev- demonstration fast reactor.

in September, it was announced that the er. most of Italy's support for fast breed-
In practical terms, the British govern-

I costs had once again been recalculated ers is going into Super-Phi"- It has
ment is now faced with the question of

and that they were now expected to be at agreed with France to shoulder 33 per- what to do next. Some observers feel

f' least 6.5 billion marks (52.6 billion). Ger- cent of the construction costs (and as a
that, faced with the recent weakening of
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economic crguments in fsvor of ftst of the UKAEA 6nanced fLst breeder Et national collaboration are high ranging
breeders, the answer is likily to be " wait Dounrea'f. which according to estimates from sect.rity and legal concern tbout'

.

and see." The British Conservative gov- by Colin Sweet of the South Bank Poly- the control of plutonium, to the equitable
ernment faces the political challenge of technic in London. has a spotty operat- distribution of construction contracts.

j bringing to fruition a program to con- ing record. reaching only 6.8 percent Furtheimore. any efort to mount an
,

' struct ten light water reactors armounced capacity over its Srst 8 years of opera- international project is seen by some
by Prime Minister Margaret T'natcher. tion. critics as an attempt by nuclear support.'

the Grst of which at Sizewellin Sufolk. Britain's medium-term plans for the ers to evade domestic criticism. "It

|
is due to become the subject of a public fast breeder are currently being thrashed looks as & the breeder people are going

| inquiry in January. In the circumstances. out in the U.K. Department of Energy. for another Concorde syndrome. so that
an earlier government promise of an in- As noted earlier, substantial investment if they get an international treaty, it will
quiry into the commercial development is likely to be delayed for the next 20 be impossible to cancel it." says Walter

Patterson of Britain's Friends of theof fast breeders now seems a distant years.
Given the cost escalation, almost all Earth.prospect.

Certainly, the fast breeder does not countries agree that there is a strong At the, time of the INFCE studies, any
lack enthusiastic supporters in Britain case-again in principle-for the next decision not to proceed with a commer-
(or elsewhere in Europe, for that mat- step toward a commercial demonstration cial prograxn of fast breeder reactors was
ter), such as Walter Marshall until re- fast reactor to be taken internationally. portrayed as a major political gamble.
cintly head of the United Kingdom he French, for example. have long said Today the technology has lost its impera.
Atomic Energy Authority. The main that they would welcome more foreign tive. As a result, proceeding with the
British utility, the Central Electricity partners in the development of Super- rapid development of fast breeders, giv-
Generating Board (which Marshall now Phdnax II. a topic which is said to have en demand uncertainties and the appar-
heads), however, basing its assessment been the subject of recent negouations ont medium-term adequacy of uranium
on economic rather than technical argu- both with the Americans (a possible sub- supplies, is coming to be seen in Europe

ments, has always been less enthusias- stitute for the Clinch River liquid metal as an econonuc and political gamble
tic. For example, it turned down an fast breeder?) and with Japan. whose outcome is unpredictable-and

invitation to contribute toward the cost Again, however, the hurdles to inter- perhaps equally risky.-Cave Diestoon

i

Can OMB Cure Accountability Strife?
Agency seeks better way to audit university R & D fund management;

Harvard's, meanwhile, faulted to tune of $1.7 million by federal auditors
,

The chronic tensions between univer- be expected to have one audit of its Harvard denies any wrongdoing. The
sities and federal auditors nared again whoic research accounting system rather 3 years covered in the audit were 1975.
recently when the government released a than audits of separate programs as is 1976, and 1977, and Harvard's vice pres-
report of an audit of the Harvard Medical now done. An experiment funded by the ident for nnances. nomas O'Bnen. says
School's handling of federal grant and Department of Health and Human Ser- that the federal auditors looked at indi-
contract funds over a 3-year period, rec- vices (HMS) is also in progress under vidual transactions so long after the fact
ommending that Harvard pay back $1.7 which institutions doing federal R & D that it was impossible to reconstruct the -

million. The way Harvard 6 ures. it may work could be audited by pnvate ac- circumstances. O'Brien insists that the
owe $1400, but certainly not $1.7 million. counting Arms under guidelines agreed audit showed "no fraud. no abuse, no
The decision is being appealed. to by the government, thus relieving diversion of funds." What is involved.

Underlying the dispute are deep-seat- federal auditors of a major share of their he says, h a disagreement over applica-
ed diferences over the way universities work load of auditing universities. Har- tion of the accounting rules then in

,

use and account for federal R & D vard, despite its troubles with the federal force.
I funds. The basic issues in the new case auditors or perhaps because of them, is HHS auditors conducted the audit at

are the same that fueled a protracted in the forefront of the experiment. Harvard. HHS is not the only agency

wrangle over time and efort reporting In the new claims against Harvard, responsible for auditing R & D funds.
under 00lce of Management and Budget nearly $1.6 million of the disallowances but its auditors have acquired a reputa-
(OMB) Circular A-21. That connict was involve disputed cost transfers. The fed- tion for being sticklers in applying the
quieted by a compromise (Science. 27 eral auditors say that charges in that letter of regulations. University faculty
August, p. 810), which, however, may amount were improperly transferred to and administrators saw HHS auditors as
prove to be a truce rather than a peace certain federal projects from other proj- their main antagonists in the condict

ects, federal and nonfederal. "to reduce over esort reporting under A-21. HHStreaty,
An esort to nnd a broader modus cost overruns and/or utilize unexpended audits about 95 percent of federal R & D

vivendi is now being made under the funds." The broad issue at Harvard and projects but these involve only about 50
aegis of OMB. The compromise esort is elsewhere remains the HHS auditors' percent of the total funds.
taking the form of an experiment with a insistence that the weakness of universi- Federal oficials concerned about ac.
so-called single audit. The " single" ty accounting systems makes it impossi- countability are critical of university
means mainly that an institution would ble to relate salaries to esort expended. bookkeeping systemgand seem to regard
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CJRTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that the foregoing Brief of

Intervenors, Natural Resources Defense Counc il, Inc. and the

Sierra Club, in P.esponse to the Commissic s Order of

December 10, 1982 was served on the 21st day of December,

1982, by hand-delivering a copy of the same to:

The Honorable Nunzio J. Palladino
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

The Honorable James K. Asselstine
Commissioner
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

The Honorable Victor Gilinsky
Commissioner
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

The Honorable John F. Ahearne
Commissioner
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission -

Washington, D.C. 20555

The Honorable Thomas F. Roberts
Commissioner

j U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Daniel Swanson, Esq.
Stuart Treby, Esq.

,,_
Office of Executive Legal Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Maryland National Bank Building
7735 Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
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*

R. Tenney Johnson, Esq.
Leon Silverstrom, Esq.
Warren E. Bergholz, Jr., Esq.
Michael D. Oldak, Esq.
L. Dow Davis, Esq.
Office of General Counsel
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W., 6A245
Washington, D.C. 20585

.

George L. Edgar, Esq.
Irvin N. Shapell, Esq.
Thomas A. Schmutz, Esq.
Gregg A. Day, Esq.
Frank K. Peterson, Esq.
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius
1800 M Street, N.W., 7th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20036

Docketing & Service Section
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W., Room 1121
Washington, D.C. 20555

(3 copies)

Leonard Bickwit, Esq.
Office of the General Counsel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

.

Marshall E. Miller
Chairman
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
4350 East West Highway, 4th Floor
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

Gustave A. Linenberger
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
4350 East West Highway, 4th Floor
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
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and, by mailing a copy thereof, postage prepaid,
'

to the following:

Dr. Cadet H. Hand, Jr.,
Director
Bodega Marine Laboratory
University of California
P.O. Box 247 .

Bodega Bay, CA 94923

Atomic Safety & Licensing Appeal Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W., Room 1121
Washington, D.C. 20555

Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Herbert S. Sanger, Jr., Esq.
Lewis E. Wallace, Esq.
James F. Burger, Esq.
W. Walker LaRoche, Esq.
Edward J. Vigluicci, Esq.
Office of the General Counsel
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 Commerce Avenue
Knoxville, TN 37902

William B. Hubbard, Esq.
"

Chief Deputy Attorney General
Michael D. Pearigen, Esq.
Office of the Attorney General
450 James Robertson Parkway
Nashville, TN 37219

Lawson McGhee Public Library
500 West Church Street

'

Knoxville, TN 37219

William E. Lantrip, Esq.
City Attorney i

'

! Municipal Bu!.lding
| P.O. Box 1

| Oak Ridge, TN 37830
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Oak Ridge Public Library
Civic Center
Oak Ridge, TN 37820

Commissioner James Cotham
Tennessee Department of Economic ~

and Community Development
Andrew Jackson Building, Suite 1007
Nashville, TN 32219

$ 9s P-

[ ~-_ x ,7 s <

, ,,

Eldon V.C. Greenberg
P

\

Dated: December 21, 1982
Washington, D.C.
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